Med-Trans Adds 6th Helicopter to LIFE FORCE
July 24, 2017

Lewisville, Texas, July 24, 2017 - Med-Trans Corporation is
adding a sixth helicopter to LIFE FORCE, a partnership with
Erlanger Health System. The newest LIFE FORCE twin-engine
Airbus H135 will be based in Andrews, N.C. at the Western
Carolina Regional Airport.
Addition of the LIFE FORCE rotary wing aircraft brings its fleet to six helicopters, four dualengine aircraft equipped for Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) and two single-engine aircraft that
operate under Visual Flight Rules (VFR). Erlanger provides the clinical team for LIFE FORCE
medical operations and Med Trans Corporation provides pilots and mechanics for the
aeromedical service, along with Airbus H135 and Bell 407 helicopters.
"Med-Trans Corporation is pleased to be able to provide this enhanced level of care and patient
safety in cooperation with Erlanger Health System in a previously underserved area," said MedTrans President Rob Hamilton. "The partnership reflects years of success and is a positive
development for the future of world-class patient care in the area."
Erlanger Health System President and CEO Kevin M. Spiegel said, "We are extremely pleased
that LIFE FORCE is now expanding 'critical care in the air' services even further into the western
North Carolina region. Placement of this helicopter is the result of several years of solid
relationship building with surrounding hospitals and the support of state and local elected
officials and enables thousands of residents to quicker access to regional facilities like Erlanger
Health System when they need it most."
Service to Begin Aug. 15
LIFE FORCE is expected to begin flying from the new base on Aug. 15. In mountainous regions
helicopters not equipped for IFR can frequently get fogged in at their bases and are unable to
answer patient transport requests. With an IFR aircraft now in that region, patients will have
quicker access to higher level of care with increased safety during periods where outside visual
references are obscured.
Med-Trans is a leading national air medical provider focused on establishing partnerships with
hospital systems, medical centers and EMS agencies through more than 90 bases across 25
states. Med-Trans offers customized air ambulance programs through alternative
delivery/shared resource models, community based models and traditional hospital-based
models.
Its patient fleet numbers more than 100 aircraft comprised predominantly of light single and
twin-engine helicopters and twin-engine fixed-wing aircraft.

